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FOREWORD
This Analysis represents the understanding of the Officers of the National Rural Letter Carriers’ Association
uho negotiated the FLSA Agreement in 1976 with the U.S. Postal Service. An attempt was made to explain
in, as simple terms as possible. a very complex Agreement made necessary to comply with the provisions
of thP Fair I ahor 9tandardc Act
The following is a revision of the formal analysis of Article 42. It has been prepared and compiled
by Lester F. Miller. past NRLCA National President. The Analysis has been updated throughout to comply
with prccent ruleq and regulation? with the National Agreement
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IIISTORY

OF TIIE

FLSA. AGREEMENT

accomplishthe purposewasattachedto anotherbill containing
miscellaneous
amendments
to the PostalReorganizationAct.
On June 3, 1975, this bill passedthe House of Representatives and we had crossedthe first legislative hurdle.

On May 1, 1974, the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA)
was amended (P.L. 93-259) to includeall Postalemployees.
It wasnot until sometimelater that year that the Postal Service and the National Rural Letter Carriers’ Association
becameaware of the seriousimpact it would have on the
Rural Carrier Pay System. In its current form, it was not
compatible to the FLSA.

We soondiscoveredthat it would not be suchsmoothsailing in the Senate.In spite of intensive lobbying by the National Officers and literally thousandsof letters to Senators
by our members, we could not even get a hearingscheduled
by the SenateLabor CommitteeChairman,Harrison J. Williams (D.-N.J.). (Yes, it wasthe sameHarrison J. Williams
who later was convicted for accepting bribes in a “sting
operation”).

In its normal application. Section7(a), the FLSA requires
that overtime compensationis payableat 150% of the regular
hourly rate for any week that an employeeactually works
in excessof 40 hours. Most of our rural carriers, especially
those on the evaluated system, worked nearly every week
in excessof forty (40) hours. Although the evaluatedsystem
is computed at an overtime rate for all hours in excessof
40, it is not consideredasovertime, becauseit is considered
a basic annual salary. There were also a number of RCS
rontes that required more than 4Il honrp of work per WPPL
Unlessa solution to the problem could be found promptly,
the time-honoredpay systemfor rural carriers would have
to he nhandonedand we would have to en on the straight
hourly rate of pay.

In the meantime, a new National Agreement was being
negotiatedfrom April 20 to July 20. By this time, the Postal
Service was putting enormouspressureon us to negotiate
an Agreement which would free them from the lop-sided
Memorandumof Understanding.We werefinally ableto persuadethe PostalService to negotiatethe Agreement on the
assumptionthat we would be successfulin obtaininga legislative exemption. A tentative Article XLII (the Rural Carrier Craft Article of that Agreement) was negotiated. On
August 15, 1975, a Memorandum of Understandingwas
agreeduponbetweenthe partiesto institutecollective bargalning negotiations, if legislative exemptionto the FLSA was
not enactedbefore November 20, 1975.

Fortunately, both parties were anxious to save the pay
system. It was a matter of mutual concern to the Association and to the Postal Service. Our first inclination was to
attempt to obtain a legislative exemption for rural carriers
from the FLSA.

We learned that it was the AFL-CIO that was using its
influence with SenatorWilliams to keep our bill bottled up
in Committee. They were understandablyopposedto an exemption for rural carriers from the FLSA, a law which they
had fostered in the Congress.They were fearful that an exemption for us would let down the flood-gates for other
groups to seekexemptions.

A belatedattempt was madein late 1974 to have a legislative exemptionattachedto anotherbill asit passedthrough
the Congress, but the attempt proved unsuccessful.Upon
the return of Congressin early 1975, we beganin earnest
to go “all-out” for an exemption.
In the meantime,it becamenecessaryto reacha Memorandum of Understandingwith the Postal Service on January
21, 1975 to comply with the FLSA within the framework
of our current pay system. It was only a stop-gapmeasure
designedto tide us over until we could obtain the anticipated
exemption. It could not be used as a long-term solution
becauseit was a one-sidedagreementwhich was costly to
the Postal Service. This resulted in constant pressurefrom
the PostalService to move quickly on the legislative front.

It soonbecameevident that although we believed we had
the support of the majority of the Senatorsfor our legislation, that support was uselessunlessthe bill was reported
out of Committeeandbrought to the floor of the Senatefor
a vote. We reluctandyconcludedthat our year-long legislative
effort had failed.
Our extensive lobbying and letter-writing effort had not
beenin vain. It had brought so much pressureon the Committee that even the officials of the AFL-CIO werecwperating with us to find another solution. They offered us the
counselandadvice of one of their consultantswho had been
involved in drafting the FLSA legislation.

Congressman Ford (II.-Mich.) introduced the initial
legislationin the Houseof Representatives.
SenatorRandolph
(D.-W.Va.) introduced a companionbill in the Senate.To
expedite passageof the bill in the House. an amendmentto
1
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It wasshe who fully explained to us Section 7(b)(2) of the
FLSA, the annual wage concept of the law. Although we
had explored that section for a colutinn to nur prnhlem, it
was not until the AFL-CIO consultant explained that only
acruai hours worked counted toward the 2,080 hours that
we fmally had a clue to the ‘;oIution of our problem We
discovered that a carrier who worked the time standards and
used at least 26 days of leave plus the holidays could confine the actual hours worked on a &hour route to the 2.080
hours.
For the first time in many months, there was a ray of hope
for an alternate solution even though a legislative exemption could not be achieved. However. the struggle had just
begun. It now became necessary to conv@ce the Postal Service that our solution was a viable one.
In accordance with the Memorandum of Understanding
of August 15, 1975, mentioned earlier. negoriations began
on November 20, 1975 “to reach agreement on changes in
the existing compensation system for rural letter carriers.”
Quoting from the article on this subject, which appeared
in the December 6, 1975 issue of &National
Rural Letter
Carrier, the following paragraph appeared:
“It is the goal of the National Rural Letter Carriers’
Association. in these negotiations, to preserve as much of
the Rural Carrier Pay System as possible. It is our desire
to keep the disruption to rural carriers to an absolute
minimum by having as few ruraI route adjustments aspossible. Every effort will be made to retain our annual wage
concept in lieu of an hourly wage basis of pay. .”
It required most of the first thitty days of the negotiations
to convince the Postal Service negotiators that our concept
was workable and the proper solution to the problem. We
would be remiss if we did not give due credit to a young
management official, William J. Henderson, who wasserving as the chief spokesman in those negotiations and who

had the foresight to recognize the potential of our proposed
solution. Together, we “hammered out” the FLSA .Agreemerit for rural carriers after about sixty more days of neg0tiations. Many hurdles needed to be crossed, many obstacles
needed to be removed. and solutions had to be found for many
problems. but with a mutual desire to succeed, It wasaccomphahed.
In our view, the FLSA Agreement stands as one of the
finest examples which can be found of good Labor-Management relations. Both parties had a problem and both parties
worked together to find an acceptable solution.
It is a complex Agreement and probably one of a kind in
the nation. In fact, we are one of the few groups of emplovees
who utilize Section 7(b)(2) of the FLSA: also, we are the
largest group to do so. In spite of its complexities, it works.
It has enabled the rural carrier craft to retain its incentive
basis of pay in the evaluated system. as well as retain the
Rural Carrier Schedule. (At that time, there were still a large
number of RCS routes.)
It was known, at that time, as the Amended Article XLII.
Of course, since that time, Article XL11 became Article 30
in 1978 and the FLSA provisions of Arti& 30 were transferred to Article 9 in the 1984 Agreement and remains there
in the current i\greement.
An Analysis of the Amended Article XL11 was prepared
for distribution following the conclusion of negotiations. Requests for that Analysis continue to be received and since
the supply of them has been exhausted, a new Revised version has been prepared by the author of the original Analysis.
Actually, the only substantive change in the Agreement OCcurred in the 1988 negotiations, when a change in the payment of Christmas overtime was effected. Otherwise, it
remams basxally the same atier more than eleven years. It
has stood the test of time. It should serve the rural carrier
craft for many years to come!
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PART I
The Agreement hecame effective on November 20, 1976.
This date curnLiJcd with the cfftxtivc date ufchanges in cvmpensation as determined by the annual evaluation of rural
routes following the September Count.
Since options and reviews are at the very heart of the FLSA
Agreement and since It is the first part of the Agreement
which became operable, Classification Options and Reviews
will be the first Part of this Analysrs.

Classification Options
‘Any rural carrier whose route may be classified in more
than one evaluated classification may elect the higher-route
classification if certain requirements are met. There are now
more options available to the carrter and requirements must
be met to qualify for them. For a comprehensive picture of
the options avarlable, carriers may check the route classification chart appearing elsewhere in this Analysis.
When a rvute evaluation falls in two different route
classifications, the carrier may choose the classification most
desirable, except the following requirements to qualify for
the higher hour category must be met:

(al It tnusf bc dcmonstratcd

that the rural carrier’s

actual

hourswill not exceed2,080 during the guaranteeperiod.
Such determination shouldbe basedon. but not limited
to, the rural carrier’s performnncc during the prc\,ious
year.
(b) The rural carrier agreesin writing, to usesufficient annual leave to assure that the total actual hours worked
will not exceed the 2,080 annual guarantee;
(cl The rural carrier must be in a 6. or S-hour (20 or 26
days) leave category.

Reviews
Article 9.2.C.8.c.(1) provides that “At the time of the
national count, interim adjustment, or special count, the
postmastermust arrangea meetingwith each eligible rural
carrier to discuss requirements for election of a higher
classification for which the rural carrier may qualify. The
commnmentto usesufficient annualleave in order to qualify
for a higher classification must be made in writing to give
the postmasterassurancethat the actual work hourswill not
exceed 2,080 hours during the guaranteeperiod. The written commitmentmustbe submittedwith the appropriateforms
at the time of a nationalcount. interim adjustmentor special
count.”

At the review. the rural carrier’s performanceduring the
prcvivua ysdr will bc chaminedtv dcterrtrine the Ldrricr’a
eligibility to qualify for the higher-hour category. As an example, if the carrier’s route evaluates46 hours. the carrier
must have demonstratedduring the previous year that time
standardswere consistenly met on the route being served,
since a 46-hour route hasonly a 20.hour cushion between
the 2.080 hour guarantee,at which time overtime is payable,
and the number of hours actually worked in the year, provided the carrier uses26 days of leave (plus 10 holidays).
This would apply on a -16K ~OU~C
and also on a 46 II or
J route if the free Saturdaysare utiltzed with a week’sannual
leave.
On a 45-hour evaluatedroute. the carrier could exceedthe
evaluated time by more than an hour per week throughout
the year and still qualify for such route, becausethere is a
cushion of 65 hours per year between his actual hours worked
and the guaranteebefore overtime would be payable.

A 44-hour evaluatedroute would allow the carrier to exceedthe evaluation mvre than 2 hoursper week throughout
the year and still work lessthan 2,080 hours in the year,
provided there were 26 days of leave used.
Thus, only on a 46.hour route must the carrier have
demonstratedthat time standardscan be absolutely met to
qualify for suchroute. The carrier’s adherenceto time standardsduringthe year becomeslesscritical asthe routeevaluation decreases.Of course,a poor performanceone year could
jeopardize a carrier’s eligibility to qualify for a higher-route
classification the following year.
Other factors may be consideredto determinewhether the
carrier can confine his actualhoursduring the year to 2,080.
Conditions on the route may have changed.The amount of
leave used during the previous year is also an important
factor.
In making a determinationof whether a carrier
can confine the actual hours worked on the route to 2,080, overtime hours worked at Christmasshould be excluded from
the calculations. Overtime compensationwill be paid for
Christmasovertime hours whether the actual hours worked
on the rvute exceed2,080 or are lessthan 2,080. This subject will be treated in another Part. It ISonly mentionedin
this article as it relatesto the reviews and the determination
of route classifications.
Under normal conditions, only carriers who are eligible
to exercise
an option for a higher-route classification and
carriers in the higher K route categorieswill be required tv
make a commitment of annual leare in the initial review.
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especiaily if the route evaluates less than 46 hours or the
carrier works below the time standards.
On the other hand. a carrier may choose to commit the
use of some accumulated annual leave in addition to the leave
earned that year to assure that the actual hours worked do
not exceed 2,080 hours.
As a last resort, the carrier may choose to use LWOP on
Saturday to reduce the actual hours worked below 2,080 for
the year. Thus, there are many options open to the carrier
in making his commnment of the use of annual leave.
However, the carrter cannot be required to use LWOP against
his or her wishes.
The commitment for use of sufftcient annual leave to assure
that the total actual hours worked will not exceed the 2.080
annual guarantee must be made in writing. The commitment
is a part of Form 4241 and is mailed to the Sectional Center
in order that the route may be properly classified.

Review--During
Guarantee Period
The other review provided in this Section may occur during the guarantee period. (Article 9.2.C.8.(2)) It can occur
on anq’ route which is in danger of exceeding 2,080 hours
during the guarantee period. It can be on a route where the
carrier made a leave commitment at the initial review to not
exceed 2,080 hours, but now appears in danger of doing so.
It can be on a K route where the carrier was not required
to make an initial leave commitment because there was no
classification option available, but now a leave commitment
becomes necessary to assure the route will not require adjustment. It can be on an RCS route with long mileage or
one with bad road conditions where the carrier cannot confine the hours to 2,080 during the guarantee period. (See
Part V for a review of paragraph “t” for treatment of routes
with “permanent or long-standing conditions“ which would
cause the carrier a problem.)
It is important to note the exact language of the Agreement on this subject. It reads as follows:
(b) Review-During
Guarantee Pertod
When a postmaster believes that a rural carrier will exteed 2,080 actual work hours during the gumntee
perrod, thefollowmg procedures shall apply: Yhe rural
carrier mwt be advised, in writing, and o meeting arranged to discuss the action deemed to be necessary to
unsure that rhe acrual hours do nor e.rceed the 2,080 annual guarantee. At such meeting, the postmaster shall
ascertain whether or not a rural carrier. not covered
under C. 8, wsill commit, in wiring, to use suj&-ient annual leave to keep the actual work hours under 2,080
during the guarantee period. Mxmally, rouze adjwments
or additional relirfduyJ will RVI br rrrcr~~ury in w&r
to control actual work hours where the rural carrier has
given specific commitmrnts of annual leave and such
lear~eusage Gil keep the actual work hours under2,OSO
for the guamnreeperiod. However, the postmaster may
take such acrion as necessn~ to avoid actual work hours
in EXCESSof 11,090 during the guarantee period. I’

Thirteen-Day

The third requirement is a very simple one. The rural carrier must be in a 20- or 26-day leave category to qualify for
the higher hour classification. This requirement will only
apply to a very limited number, as only a very few of our
regular rural carriers are in a 13-day leave category.
Altcrnntives
We come now to the alternatives available if the carrier
cannot qualify for the higher-hour category, either because
the carrier’s past performance does not demonstrate that the
carrier’s actual hours will not exceed 2.080 during the
guarantee period or because the carrier failed to make a commitment foi the use uianr~ual leave. In that event, the toute
will be classified in the lower-hour category
If the route is in a K classification and the requirements
are not met, the route may be considclcd to be an overburdened route and adjusted.

The Leave Agreements required in this Section’ of the
Agreement will be described in Part IV.
There are three different Leave Agreements-one for each
specific situation. Review them carefully.

Commitment

Leave Category Not Eligible

It is important to note Article 9.2.C.8.d. which reads as
foliows:
“In the event it becomes necessa~ to adjust u route, either
evaluated or non-evaiuated. became the rural carrierfailed
to make n commitment to use suficient annual ienve earned
during the guarnnteeperiod to assure chat the actwl work
hours will nor exceed the 2,080-hour annual guamnree,
the .saved salary for the rural carrier sha0 be limited to
the salary guarantee under Section 7(b)@ of the FLSA
in accordance with Article 9.2-A. ”

Of Annual Leave

We come now to the second very important ingredient in
the formula to make this a viable Agreement-that
of the
use of leave. It would be virtually impossible for a carrier
to qualify for one of the higher-hour categories without the
normal use of leave. For this reason. it was necessary to include a requirement for the carrier to “use sufficient annual
leave to assure that the total actual hours worked will not
exceed the 2,080 hour annual guarantee.”
Generally. this would be the normal use of annual leave,
that is, the amount of leave earned that year. Of course, it
may not always be necessary to use all leave earned that year,

In effect, the carrier will lose the normal sa\,ed salary protection. if it becomes necessary to adjast his route because
the carrier failed to make a commitment to use sufficient annnal leave earned during the guarantee period to assure that
the actual hours will not exceed the 2,080.hour annual
guarantee.
4
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GUARkVTEE~

l

PART II
(c) 12 hours in one day.

Section 7(b)(Z)
l

Article 9., Section 2, Part A.1. pertains to Compensation
Pursuant To FLSA Section 7(b)(2). The above Section is
the annual wage provision of the FLSA by which we were
able to preserve the Rural Carrier Pay System.
Section 7(b)(2) of the Act reads as follows:

Guarantees

“Section 7(b) No employer shrill be deemed to have
violated subsection (a) by employing any employee for n
workweek in excess of that specified in such subsection
wirhoutpaying the compensadon for overtime employment
prescribed therein if such employee is so employed.

The subject of Guarantees is, perhaps, the most difficult
to understand of any aspect of the Agreement. In negotiating
the Agreement, it provided one of the greatest challenges
to the negotiators to apply the annual guarantees of the law
to the Rural Carrier Pay System. Although the most difficult
to comprehend, it causesthe least difficulty in the actual implemcntation of the Agreement.

12) In pursuance ofnn agreement, mnde as a result of
collective bargaining by representatives of employees certified as bonajide by the National Labor Relations Board,
which provides thnt dwing n speci$ed period of~T&‘wo
consecun-ve weeks zhe employee shall be employed not more
than two thousand two hundred andfortj hours and shall
be grrnranreed nor less than one thoosond
eight hmdrd
and forty hours (or not less than forty-six we& at the normal numberof hours worked per week, but not less than
thirty hours per week) and not more than two thousand
and eighty hours of employment for which he shall receive
compensation for all hours guaranteed or worked at rates
not less than those applicable under the agreement to the
work performed and for all hours in excess of the guaranry which are also in e.rcess of the maximum workweek
applicable to such emplovee under subsection (aI or two
thousand and eighty in such period nt rates not less than
one and one-half times the regular rate at which he is
employed.
”

In the first place, the rural carrier easily meets the first
requiremenr of being employed on an annual basis at a
guaranteed annual wage. The biggest problem was to apply
the annual guarantees to the Rural Carrier Pay System with
its scvcral pay schedules. Palaglaphs “a” through “h” of
Article 9.2.A. 1. relate to the guarantees and how they apply to the Rural Carrier Pay System.
Guarantees and the Evaluated Schedule-All evaluated
routes between 35-48 hours qualify for Section 7(b)(2) of
the FLSA and have an annual guarantee of 2,080 hours.
Paragraph “a” relates to the annual guarantee for those
routes. You will note that the guarantee of compensation differs for each route evaluation between 35 40 hours. Such
carriers’ salary cannot be reduced below the compensation
provided for the particular route evaluation at the beginning
of the guarantee period. It may, however, be adjusted up
ward, except that any compensation paid above 40 hours shall
not be considered guaranteed annual wages.

This Section of the FLSA provides the legal basis upon
which our Agreement is based. Its basic requirements, as
they apply to the Rural Carrier Pay System, are as follows:
l

l

l

The employee may not actually work more than 2,240
hours during the guarantee period of fifty-two (52) consecutive weeks. Any employee who exceeds the 2,240hour limitation must be compensated in accordance with
Section 7(a) of the FLSA.

The annual guarantee remains at the 2,080.hour level for
all routes of 40-48 hours. In accord with paragraph “b,”
the compensation for rural carriers whose routes evaluate
in excess of 40 hours is considered additional compensation
above the annual guarantee. Such additional compensation
is not considered a part of the annual guarante: for the route.
This allows adjustment of compensation, upward or downward, between the 40-48 hour levels, without affecting the
annual guarantee. Such carriers’ salary cannot be reduced
below the 40-hour compensation level during the guarantee
period.

The employee shall be employed on an annual basis at
a guaranteed annual wage.
The guarantee must be a minimum of 1,840 hours and
a maximum of 2,080 hours.
The employee shall receive overtime compensation for
all hours actually worked in excess of:
(a) 2,080 hours in one year;

Guarantees and the Rural Carrier Schedule-All RCS
(non-evaluated) routes beginning at 31 miles and upward

(b) 56 hours in one week;
5
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hours would not exceed 2,080 hours. (See .irticle

for Section 7(b)(2) andhnvc an annual guaranteeof
2,080 hours. Paragraph“d” relatesto the annualguarantee
for those routes. The guaranteeof compensationdiffers for
each roufc length between31 and J2 milts. Such carriers’
salary cannot be reducedbelow the compensationprovided
for the particularroute lengthat the beginningof the guarantee
period. It may, howcvcr, bc adjustedupward, except that
any compensationpaid above the 42.mile level shall not be
consideredguaranteedannual wages.
qualify

9.2.C.S.d.)

It can be saidthat the annualguaranteesapply in the same
mannerto routesbetween3t 42 mileson the Rural Carrier
Schedule as to routes of 35.40 hours on the Evaluated
Schedule:also, the annualguaranteesapply m the samemanner to routes in excessof 42 miles on the Rural Carrier
Schedule as to routes of 40-48 hours on the Evaluated
Schedule.
Hourly Rates

The annualguaranteeremainsat the 2,080.hour Ievel for
all routes in excessof 42 miles. In accord with paragraph
“e” the compensatibnfor rural carriers with routes in excessof 42 milesis consideredadditionalcompensationabove
the annualguarantee. Such additional compensationis not
considereda part of the annualguaranteefor the route. This
allows adjustmentof the compensationon such routes, upward or downward, without affecting the annualguarantee.
Such carriers’ salary cannot be reduced below chat of a
42-mile route during the guaranteeperiod. Of course. most
carriers would qualify for the normal saved salary protection abuvr the 42-m& level, except asdescribedylcviuualy
where it becamenecessaryto adjusta route becausethe carrier failed to make a commitmentfor annual leave earned
duling

the guuarz~cr

pcriud

LU as,ue

Paragraph“g” relatesto the hourly rates of compensation for each route category as applied to the 2,080 hours
of guaranteedcompensation.For all practical purposes,a
rural carrier need not be concernedwith this paragraphof
rhe Agreement, as ir servesno useful purp,uaein xu~a’l application of the Agreement. Its primary purposeis to prove
compliancewith the provisions of the FLSA.
Paragraph“h” merely setsforth the guaranteeperiod as
the 52-consecutiveweek period beginning the first day of
the firsi pay period in Novcub~~ The beginningdart of the
guaranteeperiod was chosento coincide with the effective
dareof any changein compensationresultingfrom a National
Mail

that the actual work

0

OVERTIME

Count.

COMPENSATIOK

0

PART III
carriers under Section 7(b)(2) 1scomputed. It is payable at
150% of the carrier‘s regular rate of p&. The big difference
in the payment of FLSA overtime and the normal overtime
to which we have beenaccustomedis the mannerin which
a carrier’s regltinr rate of pay 1scomputed.

Paragraphs“i” and “j” of Article 9 2.A.I. stipulatewhen
overtime compensationis payable to a rural carrier who is
underSection7(b)(2) of the Agreement.The conditionsunder
which the carrier shall be compensatedat an overtime rate
are set forth below.
Hours actually
l

12 hours in any one work day:

l

56 hours in any one work week:

l

The regular ra!e for suchcarriers shallbe the total amount
of compensationearnedfor the dayi worked divided by.the
total numberof hours the carrier actually worked sincethe
beginningof the guaranteeperiod. (Previousovertime hours
and compensationare excluded from this computation.)

worked in excessof:

As an example, let us assumea carrier in Step 12 on a
46 K routeworks 2,100 hoursduring the 52.consecutiveweek
guaranteeperiod. Using the July 18. 1987Salary Schedule,
the annualsalary for suchroute would be $31,569. The maximum numberof days for which the carrier Would be compensatedon such route would be 260 days (52 x 5 days =
260 days.) Dividing $31,569 by 260 equals$121 42 daily
compensationfor the carrier. Of course. this includescompensationfor holidays and any leave taken by the carrier.

2,080 hours in the 52-consecutive week guarantee
period.

The carrier under Section7(b)(2) may not work in excess
of 2,240 hours. Any carrier whoseactualhoursof work does
exceed 2,240 hours will have the overtime hours computed
under the provisions of Section 7(a).

How FLSA Overtime Is Computed
If this carrier uses20 days of annualleave and 5 days of
“:^I_
^ _I__^
..^.. ,,I IlclYG
L^.,^ a* t^,^l
nlChI^^_
lCd”C
,““” .I_^
LllCI”L” L^,2^..,
il”rl”‘ly>, L^
LLC
W”“lU
LVldl^C1C
“I .JJ
6
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teed 2,080 Itours during the year, the overtime HBSpayable
at the regularovertime rate. However, if the carrier exceeded
2,080 hoursduring the year, the paymentfor the Christmas
overtime wds at the FLSA rate: as describedabove.

days not worked during the guarantee period. Tbia wuuld
leave a balance of 225 days arruall~ worked. Multtplying
the 225 days times the daily rate of $121.42 would result
in coral carnirrga of $27,320 fur the 225 days ucr&iy worked.
The remainder of the carrier’s salary of $4,249 would be
for the 35 days not worked on the holidays and days of annual aud aiuk lcdvc. Thus. the $27,320 would bc the total
amount of compensation earned for hours actually worked
since commencement of the guarantee period for the purpose of computing the carr~cr‘s regular rate of pay.

This provision had been one of the annoying aspectsof
the FLSA Agreement. burthermore. a controversy existed
between the Union and the Postal Service in the payment
procedure for Christmasovertime when a carrter exceeded
the Z.U8Uhours and it becamenecessaryto pay the overttme at the FLSA overtime rate. In the negotiationsof the
1988-1990Agreement, an attempt was madeby the Union
to alleviate both problems.

The annual rate of pay is for the 2,080.hour guarantee.
Thus, the 2,080 hours becomes our divisor. Dividing $27.320
total compensation for the 225 days actually worked by 2.080
gives a quotient of $13.14 as the carrier’s regular hourly
rate of pay. Multiplying the 513.14 hourly rate by 130%
equals $19.71 as the carrier’s hourly overtime rate of
compensation.

Beginningwith the 1988Christmasperiod,Christmasovertime compensation.if appropriate,shall bepaid in rhe regu&
check foilowing the pay period worked. (Reference:Article
9.2.A. 1.I ) Suchcompensationwill be payableat the FLSA
rate. (Rckrcnuc. Article 9.2.J. l.b.(l) aud (2)) The FLSA
rate will be determinedin the mannerdescribedabove, except the actualhoursworked will be countedfrom the beginning UCthe guatautcr yrriud (tltc iirst full pay period in
November)to the endof the pay period in which it is earned.
Those total hours will be dtvided into the compensation
receivedfor the days~cruatlyworked to detcrminctbc regular
rate for the carrier. The FLSA overtime rate will be 150%
of that amount.

In our example, the carrier who worked 2.100 hours during the guarantee period worked 20 hours in excess of 2,080
hours, the level at which overtime is payable. Multiplying
20 times the S19.71 overtime rate results in a total of $394.20
overtime compensation payable to the carrier.
The same overtime rate would apply to such carrier for
all hours worked in excess of 2,080 hours up to 2,240 hours.
However, the same overtime rate would not apply for any
hours worked in excess of 12 hours in any one day or in
excess of 56 hours in any one week. Such overtime rate would
be computed at the time of its occurrence in the same mnnner as described above.

To make thts solution feasible. it was necessaryto prohibit the use of X days (days of leave granted to a carrier
for relief days worked) during the period from the beginning of the guaranteeperiod until the end of the Christmas
period. To allow carriers to useX days during this period
would hnve distorted the rate of overtime in the carrier’s
favor. Likewise, to work a relief day during this sameperiod
will distort the rate of overtime in the PostalService’sfavor.

The rc@ar rate of P”y would zlways vary because the
compensation for the days worked and the hours actually
vvorked would always be different for each specific computation. The FLSA overtime compens&on hourly rate must be
computed each time overtime is payable and it will hkely
differ each time it is computed. Thus. the FLSA overtime
rate will be a variable amount for each given situation.

Overtime Compensation

To further explain the above, when a carrier works the
relief day, no compensationis paid for that day. but the actual hoursworked mustbe counted.This would inrreaw
the
divisor andreducethe regular rateandalsothe overtime rate.
When the carrier takesthe X day. compensationis payable
for that day, but there are no actual work hoursfor that day.
This would reduce the divisor and increasethe regular rate
and. thus, the overtime rate. It was for t rat reasonthat X
dnyc were pmhihited. For the samereason,we caution the
carrier agamstworking any relief days frt,m the beginning
of the guaranteeperioduntil the endof the Christmasperiod.
as it will adversely affect the overtime rite for Christmas
overtime.

At Christmas

The only major change in the FLSA portion of the Agreement orcurrrd in the 198X-199tlNational Agreement Prior
to the 1988Christmasperiod. payment of Christmasovertime was delayed until the end of the guaranteeperiod or
until the carrier had rearhed the 2,OSO-hourplateau It had
been determined that this was necessaryto determine the
proper rate of overtime to be paid. If the carrier did not ex-
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PART IV
Some options are provided to rural carriers and substitutes
under certain situations, but it also requires certain agreements
or commitments of them to be able to exercise the options.
Only Hours

Actually

Worked

Are Counted

Paragraph “n” of Article 9.2.A. 1. states that hours of
absence from duty are not counted in determining the number
of hours actually worked. This is the key that opened the
door through which came the ray of hope that our pay systetn
could be adapted lo the provisions of the FLSA. Until we
became aware of this interpretation of the law, our plight
seemed hopeless. Once we learned that days of absence from
duty-holidays. annual lcavc, sick lcnvc, Icavc without pay,
etc.-were not included in hours actually worked, the
2,240-hour limitation of Section 7(b)(2) and the 2,080-hour
level at which overtime becomes payable, did not seem such
insurmountable obstacles. It soon became apparent that we
could salvage most of our pay system. except the 47. and
48-hour categories-and even those under certain circumstances.

sation. Also, a carrier could lose the normal saved salary
protection if it becomes necessary to adjust a route because
the rural carrier failed to make a commitment to use suf’iicient annual leave earned during the guarantee period to
assure that the actual work hours will not exceed the 2,080
hour annual guarantee.
Three different Leave Agreement forms have been developed.
Pursuant to the provisions of Article 9.2.C.8.a.(2) of the
1988 Agreement, the following Agreement appears in the
lower right-hand corner of the Form 4241X:
AGREEMENT TO USE ANNUAL LEAVE
PURSUANT TO ELECTION OF HIGHER
ROUTE CLASSIFICATION

In the event that I am eligible to elect a higher route
classification, I agree to use sufficient annual leave during
the guarantee period to assure that my total acrnal work hours
will not exceed 2,080 during the guarantee period.

Leave Agreements

Of course, this is also the reason that the USCof annuaI
leave becomes such an important factor in making the system
work. This is the sole purpose of the leave agreements. It
is not a “devious design” of the employer to deprive a carrier of his independence to use annual leave in accordance
with his own personal wishes. It is a means by which the
carrier may realize the full benefits of the pay system. The
leave agreement is entirely a voluntary action by the carrier. No carrier’s arm will be “twisted” to sign a leave
agreement.
Generally, it will be to the carrier’s advantage to sign the
leave ageement, especially if he prefers the higher compenForm 4015-E

m
.......’

Signature of Carrier
The above form is to be used following the annual mail
count for those carriers who elect the higher route classifica
tion which would result in higher compensation. No other
carrier needs to sign this form. Those carriers who prefer
the lower route classification, that is, the lower cornpensatinn with an additional relief day, should not sign this form
The second Leave Agreement form appears below:
Generally, the above form will be used later during the
year. at such time that the Postmaster believes that the actual work hours may exceed 2,080 during the guarantee
RWll C.rri*r A!jreemen,10“se AnnualLeaveEarned
to ReduceActd Worknews
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period. A carrier on a high-hour category “K“

route or on

a long RCS mileage route may choose to sign this form to
give assurance that the route need not be adjusted to keep
the actual work hours below 2.080 during the guarantee
period.
The term “sufficient” annual leave in the preceeding two
forms means whatever amount of leave is necesary to keep
the actual hours below 2,080 hours during the guarantee
period. It could mean less than the amount earned during
the guarantee period for those carriers whose roures ewludlc
less than 46 hours or whose actual hours are less than the
evaluated hours. On the other hand, it could mean more than
the amount earned during the guarantee period for those carriers who have chosen the higher hour category and whose
actual hours exceed the evaluation of the route. As a benchmark, keep in mind that a carrier whose route evaluates 46
K, who works the time standards exactly and uses 26 days
of leave and 10 holidays would actually work 2,060 hours
during the guarantee period.
The third Leave Agreement (below) reads as follows:
This Leave Agreement form is an agreement to use sufficient annual leave earned during the guarantee period to protect full saved salary protection in the event it becomes
necessary to adjust hc route to prevmt the actual hours from
exceeding 2,080 hours. Please note that it is only necessary
to agree to use sufficient annual leave earned during the
guarantee period to protect the full saved salary. Generally,
it will be to the carrier’s advantage to sign such an agreement. if it becomes necessary. The signing of such agreement may not avoid the route adjustment, but it will assure
saved salary protection.
Termination

Of Guarantees

It is very essential that the annual guarantee for each route
begins at a time which coincides with the change in com-

pensation following an annual mail count. This requirment
made it necesary to commence the annual guarantee on the
first day of the first pay period in November.
The requirement that the annual guarantee for each route
begins at a specific pre-determined date creates a problem
for those carriers appointed or reassigned at other times of
the year. However, the FLSA permits termination of the annual guarantee provided all three parties agree-the employer,
the union and the employee. The employer and the union
have agreed mat the annual guarantee may be terminated
under certain conditions. It then remains only for the employee to agree to terminate the guarantee in order to complete the agreement.
Newly Appointed

Carriers-

One such group of employees so affected are newlyappointed rural carriers. Article 9.2.A. 1 .o. describes how
n newly-appointed carrier may quaMy for Section 7 (b) (2)
and be compensated in the normal manner on the Evaluated
Schedule. It stipulates that the carrier must agree in writing. at the timP of appointment, to terminate the guaranty
on the last day of the guarantee period. This would then
allow such carrier to begin a new guarantee period at the
proper time at the beginning of the next 52-consecutive week
period.
A newly-appointed carrier who chooses not to agree to
terminate the guarantee shall be compensated under Section
7 (a) of the FLSA. Such carrier will be compensated at an
hourly rate in the attained step and overtime for work performed only after fony (40) hours in a service week, unril
the beginning of the next quarantee period when the carrier
would qualify for Section 7 (b) (2) and be compensated in
the nomd manner for rural carriers. It is expected that m0s.t
newly-appointed rural carriers will choose to sign the agreement to terminate the guarantee in order to gain the full
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Rural

Csrriar

Agreement

to Terminate

bedits of the Rural Carrier Pay System. The agreement
to terminate the guarantee is printed above:

ly if the carrier is currently on a route of IO-hour evaluation
or more on the Evaluated Schedule or a route of 42 miles
or more

Carriers Exercising Retreat Or Bidding RightsAnother group of carriers who may find it necessary to
agree to terminate the guarantee are those who desire to exercise their retreat rights or bidding rights. Such agreement
will be necessary
only if the route to which the carrier would
retreat or for which he would bid provides less compensation than the current guaranteed salary This will occtu on-

Form 401-D

Guarantee

on the Rural

Carrier

Schedule

and dcsircs

to rctrcat

to, or bid for, a route of less than 40 hours in evaluation
on the Evaluated Schedule. This will rarely occur. When
it does, the carrier will be required to agree to terminate the
annual guarantee to exercise the retreat or bidding right m
which the Carrie: would be otherwise entitled. The carrier
who fails to sirn nn agreement to terminate the guarantee
may not exercise his retreat or bidding rights. The agreement
to terminate the guarantee under those conditions follows:
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Substitutes Serving Vacant RoutesThe third group to which the agreement to terminate the
guarantee will apply are substitute rural carriers assigned to
vacant routes or to routes where the regular carrrer ts on extended leave, who are eligible for coverage under Section
7 (b) (2) of FLSA. Such substitute rural carriers -ho desire
to be compensated on the RCS or Evaluated Schedule, whichever is appropriate, may sign an agreement to terminate the
annual guarantee on the last day of the guarantee period upon
the fillmg OSthe vacancy. or upon the return of the regular
rural carrier to the route. whichever comes first. In the event
the substitute is still assigned to such route at the end of a
guarantee period. the agreement to terminate would be
automatically renewed.

l

The 90.day qualifying period normally associated with the
substitute serving a route where the carrier is on extended
leave does not apply in this situation. If it is known the reguhu
carrier will be on an extended period of leave, the substitute
may sign the agreement to terminate the guarantee immediately. Such substitute would then be compensated on the RCS
or Evaluated Schedule, whichever is appropriate.
The substitute who does not choose to agree fd terminate
the guarantee will be compensated in accordance with Section 7 (a), as described for newly-appointed rural carriers
who fail to sign the agreement. The agreement to terminate
the guarantee under the above conditions follows:

APPLICATION
OF SECTION
SPECIFIC
SITUATIOIVS
PART

5(b)(2)

TO

.

V

As we continue our analysis, we shall describe how Sect~qn 7(b)(2) is applied m specific situations

nwrrime for all hours over 40 hours in any week. Since such

Carrier Cannot Exceed 2,240 Hours

overtime wolild be payable in addition to the carrier’s regular
compensation already paid, management will avoid such occurrence at all costs.

.4lthough it has been previously stated, it IS of such importance that it hears repeating that no regular carrier compensated pursuant to FLSA Section 7(b)(2) may actually work
in excess of 2,240 hours within the 52.consecutive week
guarantee period. THIS IS THE LAW It is clearly outlined
in Article 9.2.4.1.111
What happens if such carrier inadvertently exceeds 2,240
hours? Such carrier would have the compensation computed

in accordance with FLSA Section 7(a). which would mean

Bear in mind that the carrier’s regular compensation has
overtime already built into it for all hours of the route evaluation in excess of 40 hours in the Evaluated Schedule. Since
such overtime is not computed in accordance with provisions
of the FLSA. it cannot be credited as FLSA overtime. Thus,
if a carrier is allowed to work in excessof 2,240 hours, FLSA
overttme would be payable for all hours over 40 hours in
a week in addition to the overtime already built into the
evaluated compensation.
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Carrier

manentor long-standingroute condrtions which causethe
carrier to exceed the route evaluation or exceed the hours
of the annualguaranteefor the route. Suchrural carriersshall
not be expectedto useleave in addition to that normally required to meetthe routeevaluationor guaranteerequirements.
The PostalServiceshallprovidesuitablerelief for suchroutes
or pay overtime compensation,as necessary.

Separated From Service

What happens when a rural carrier compensated in accordance with FLSA Se&n 7(b)(2) resigns, retires, is properly
dischwged. or is properly terminated during the guarantee
period? Article 9.2.4.1 .p. states that the guarantee permd
terminates and no further obligation exists for any overtime
compensation, provided all overtime obligations have been
met up to that time.

The concluding paragraph“u” merely confirms that the
Agreement supercedesany Postal Service regdatlOnS.
manual, or handbook if there i\ a conflict in any of the
provisions.

Overtime compensation for any hours actually worked in
cxce>s ul‘ 12 huura in a day and 56 hours in a week a,c payable
on a current basts. Any overtime hours in excess of 2,080.
If any, are also payable during the pay period the total hours
for the route exceedthe 2,080-hour limit.
Carrier

APPLICATIOX
SECTION

In Non-Pay Status

Transferred

The following employeesshallbe compensatedin accordance with FLSA Section 7(a):
a. Evaluated carriers assignedto routes having lessthan
thirty-five (35) hours of rrq~~iredwrvice per w?ek
b. Regular rural carriers receiving non-evaluatedcompensationassignedto routeshaving lessthan thirty-one (31)
paid m&s.

Or Reassigned

Article 9.2.A. 1.r. providesthat whena carrier who is cornpensatedin accordancewith FLSA Sectron7(h)(2) is transferred or reassignedto another position during the guarantee
period, such carrier shall not receive lesscompensationfor
the balanceof the guaranteeperiodthan the annualguarantee
for the position from which he is transferred or reassigned.

c. Substitute rural carriers.
d. Rural carrier associates.
Rural carrier relief employees.

Actually, this provisionwill apply to a very limited number
of carriers. Bear in mind that the maximum compensation
guaranteefor any rural route1sthe compensation
for 40 hours
on the EvaluatedScheduleor for a 42-mileroute on the Rural
Carrier Schedule. There are only a limited number of
evaluatedroutesunder40 hoursin evaluatton or KCY routes
under 42 miles to which a carrier could be reassignedor
transferred. Furthermore. a regular rural carrier who IS
transferredor reassigned
to anothercratt posmonwould normally be assignedto a 40.hour position.
Special

Alhances

714

SECTION 2 CO.MPENMTION PURSUANT TO FLSA
SECTION 7(a)

Anicle 9.2.A. 1.q. states that when a rural catt ict who is
compensated pursuant to Section 7(b)(2) is properly placed
in a non-pay status, the compensation which the carrier would
‘have othcrwiar rarncd will be deducted irum tlt~ Employer’s
guarantee obligation. This reduces the monetary obligation
by the amount the carrier would have been paid if he were
wt in a uw-pay sttttu~. Tllia uwultl apply to any days the
carrier is in a non-pay status for any reason.
Carrier

OF FLSA

Auxiliary rural carriers.
Employeesappointedasregular rural carriers during the

guarantee period not covered by Section 7(b)(2) of the
FLSA.
In the event the provisions of this Section conflict wfith
any PostalService regulation,manual,or handbook,the provisions of this Section shall be deemedcontrolling.

Not A Part Of Guarantee

Article 9.2-A. 1.s. stipulatesthat compensationresultfng
from lock pouchallowance,temporarydeviations,or seasonal
route adjustmentsare not a part of a rural carrier’s salary
guarantee. Only the route evaluation on an evaluated route
or the miles on an RCS route determine the annual salary
guaranteeof a rural route.
Exceptions For Route Conditions
Article Y.L.A.1.t. IS a very sigmticant prowsron of the
Agreementfor thoserural carriersserving routeshaving per12

The aboveSectionliststhoserural carrier craft employees
who shall be compensatedpursuantto FLSA Section 7(a).
Only thoseemployeeswho do not qualify for FLSA Section
7(b)(2) are included in this list.
Generally, suchemployeesshallbecompensated
at an overtune rate m the attamedsteptor work pertormed only after
forty (40) hoursin a serviceweek. The employeeslistedwill
be compensatedon the Evaluated or Rural Carrier Schedule
up to the .VJ-hourper weekhmtt. Eachcategory of employees
wrill be treated separate&in the actual Agreement itself.
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PART VI
WC have rcvicrvcd the basic fundamentals and principles
of the Agreement. We shall now review the actual changes
in the Agreement itself which were necessary to bring the
Rural Carrier Pay System into compliance with the FLSA.

RURAL

CARRIER

Overtime pnymcnts for both cdtcgwics ~1~11be p&l a~
described above for the RCS routes under each Section of
the FLSA. Again, you will note that compensatioti on the
Evaluated Schedule is payable in the same manner as in the
past, except that overtime payments are now payable under
certain conditions.

SCHEDULE

RCS (mileage) routes are divided between those compensated under Section 7(b)(2) and those under Section 7(a) of
the FLSA.
i

Relief Days
Relief days on evaluated routes will be provided when the
evaluation time exceeds 46 hours per week. This was made
necessarybecausea carrier assigned to a 46.hour route, who
works the time standards exactly and uses a normal 26 days
of leave, wtll actually work 2,060 hours, only 20 hours less
than the 2,080-hour level at which overtime is payable.

Regular rural carriers assigned to RCS routes in excess

of 30 miles shall be compensated on the Rural Carrier
Schedule and in accordance with Se&m 7(b,(Zj of the FLSA.
For such carriers, overtime is payable for hours in excess
of 12 hous in a day, 56 IIUUIS in d. week or 2,080 huurb
in a year (52~week guarantee period)

Relief days are also provided ‘:as necessary to keep the
total work hours under 2,080 during the guarantee period.”
Thus, a relief day may be granted at the 46.hour level or
below, if such carrier cannot contine the total hours worked
during the guarantee period to 2.080 hours. This lower-hour
classification may occur at the beginning or during the
guarantee period.

Thw,c ~cgular rural GHI itis dsaiyncd w RCS IVULC~~130
miles or less shall be compensated on the Rural Carrier
Schedule and in accordance with Secrion 7(aj of the FLSA.
For such carriers, ovcrtimc compensation is payable for all
hours worked in excess of 40 hours in a week. Due to the
nature of these routes, such carriers will rarely exceed 40
hours in a week.

Table of Evaluated Hours

It is important to note that the Rural Carrier Schedule was
retained in the Agreement. The vast nujority of the regular
rural carriers assigned to RCS routes will detect very little
change when the new Agreement becomes effective. Only
those mith entrcmely long routes or routes where bad road
conditions exist will be affected, to any great degree, by the
provisions of the new Agreement.

EVALUATED

The 47- and 4%hour categories have been eliminated from
the H-route classifications.
The 47- and 48.hour categories have also been deleted from
the J-route classifications for the same reason. However, the
J-route classifications have been expanded to include 41.,
42.. 43. and a-hour categories. These were made necessary
to provide greater options.

ROUTES

The 41. and 42.hour J routes provide a haven for the 45.
and 46-H route carriers who cannot qualify for the higherhour categories.

Evaluated routes are dwlded between those compensated
under Section 7(b)(2) and those under Section 7(a) of the
FLSA. While RCS routes are divided at the 30.mile level,
the dtvtsion of evaluated routes 1sat an evaluation of 35 hours.

Regular rural carriers assigned to evaluated routes
evaluating to 35 hours oi- more shall be compensated on ths
basis of the Evaluated Schedule and in accordance with Section 7ib)(2j of the FLSA.

The 43-hour J-route category was made necessary when
the 47.hour H route was eliminated from the Table. The
43.hour J route evaluatton (46:2247:27) offers very few options. as only a few routes in this category can be classified
in any other classification.

Those regular rural carriers assigned to routes evaluating
to less than 35 hours shall be compensated on the basis of
the Evaluated Schedule and iu accordance with Secrion 7(a)
of the FLSA.

The 44-hour J route was necessary to accommodate the
former 48.hour H route which waselimmated and also provides the carrier a higher-hour caiegory option than the
40.hour K route.
13
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Thus, the expanded J ~outr classifications play a very im
portant role in providing flexibility to the Agreement and
allowing it to function properly.
The K route classifications were &panded by adding the
40-hour category. This provides an alternative to a 44.hour
S route carrier who cannot qualify for the higher-hour
category. It also offers an option to a carrier with an waluation of 41:24-48:35 to choose a 5 day. 40 hour week.
The 47- and 48-hour K classiticattons remam on the Table
for lumted use only. Normally, these categories should only
be used as interim classifications pending permanent relief.
Where the caroler normally averages 46 hours or less per
week and makes a leave commitment, swh permanent relief
may be postponed indefinitely However, a carrier should
not depend on the 47- and 4%hour K classifications with any
degree of assurance or certainty.
“Switching”

of Relief Days

It was necessary to amend the provision that the regular
carrier may serve the ass&&d route when the suhstitnte rural
carrier is unavailable for service on the scheduled relief day.
In the old Agreement this was permissible if mutually
agreeable between the carrier and the installation head and
provided another day waSscheduled within the next 8 weeks.
Another stipulation was added which requires that it may
be permitted only if such action does nor cause the carrier
to exceed rhe hours of the annual gunrnnree or 56 actual
wol-k hours within one week.

This requ~remenr was added to avold the payment of unnecessary overtime to the regular carrier. This will rarely
create a problem. It would mean, however, rhat a regular
carrier who had a tugh-hour K-route class~ticat~on such as
a 46-K route, would have very little margin of tolerance above
the time standards. As an example, if such carrier worked
the route in the actual standards, it would require 55 houra
and 12 minutes, a margin of tolerance of less than one hour.
A carrier on a 45-K route would have a two-hour margin
before overtime was payable.
Also, if a carrier’s actual hours of work were expected
to nearly approach or exceed 2,080 hours at the end of the
guarantee period, it would require that the relief day or days
he scheduled before the end if the guaranree period. This
will rarelv be a problem. Most carriers will not be so nearly
approaching the 2,080-hour level and those who do may
simply arrange with the installation head to have the relief
dav(s) scheduled in time to avoid exceeding 2,080 hours during the guarantee period
Overburdened Routes
The criteria for overburdened routes is as follows:

Since the 48-K route classification still remains on the Table
of Evaluated Hours, the overburdened criteria remains at 57
hours and 36 minutes as m the past Aithnrlgh fh? 47. and
4%hour K classifications will, normally, be used as interim
classifications pending route adjustments, such route adjustments could be postponed indefimtely where the carrier
normally averages 46 hours or less per week and makes a
leave commitment, This would assure that the carrier would
not exceed 2.080 hours during the guarantee period.
The real test of whether a route is overburdened is found
in the second part of the defmalon. A route is also considered
overburdened when:
(2) The regular rural carrier who is assigned IO rhe route
doer nor, OF is no, expected to. rne~r fhe r~quirenwnr
m stay within the annual guarantee for the route

This could result in a rural route becoming overburdened
below the 46-K classificatmn tt the carrier assigned to the
route wasexceeding the time standards. As an example, even
a 44-K route could become overburdened if the carrier was
conslstenrly exceedmg the route evaluanon by more than IWO
hours per week. Before the end ofthe qear such route would
be in danger of exceeding the 2,080 hours unless the carrier
used more than 26 days of leave during the year.
The most common methods used in effecting relief for
overburdened routes are as follows:
(I) Transfer of territory between existrng rural routes;
(2) Establishmenr of additional regular rural routes;
(3) Establishment of auxliary rural routes.
The following revision of Section 823 of the M-38 Handbook was issued on June 15, 1985.
823

PROVIDING

823.1

General

RELIEF

.I1 When providing relief to one or more routes in
an office. all rural routes in that unit should not
be adjusted simultaneously unless It IS III the best
interest of the unit operation to do SO.
.I2 When considering rural route relief in a delivery
unit, elimination of relief days for rural routes in
that unit should be considered only if obtaining
relief carriers is cawing nperational problems for
that unit.

-
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13 Generally it is dPcirahl* to adjust evaluated routes
to as near 48 standardhours per week as practicable. i.e., the mute should be adjusted~IJthe
4411440K
nption rarqnrp
Hmwwr,
in snme GRIPS
this may be impractical. There is no prohibition
againstreducinga route below 48 hoursper week
when it is operationally advantageous.However.
documentationmustbe suppliedwith the route adJUstment documentationasto why it is not practical to adjust the route to 38 hours.

The above explanationhasbeenincluded in this Analysis
for historical purposes.This provision lasted only until the
1978Agreement. In that Agreement it was supercededby
a new Special Route provision which required all routesof
lessthan 35 hoursof evaluation to be classifiedasa Special
Routeand gavethe incumbenton suchroute a period of three
yearsto bid off of it. After threeyears. the routewasclassified
as an evaluated route and the carrier paid accordingly. Any
carrier who chosenot to bid off the route was given an additional two years of saved salary. All vacant routes were
postedand tilled asevaluatedroutes.SpecialRoutesare now
extinct.

Special Route Compensation
For several weeksduring the negotiations,an impasseexisted over the fate of the Rural Carrier Schedule.the basic
foundationof the Rural Carrie Pay Syatcnl. The PostalService negotiatorswere intent upon elimination of the Rural
Carrier Schedule,the basicsalary schedulefor rural carriers
since 1934. (Aa early aa 1915.the conceptof compensatmn
basedon miles of travel was Instituted.)

Substitute Pay
OUI goal of prcscrving asmuchof our pay systemaspossible and yet comply with the FLSA was probably the most
d;ffcult to achievefor substituterural carriers.Section7(b)(2)
of rhc FLSA could not be appliedto subsntutcsbecausethey
could not be afforded a guaranteedannualwage. sincethey
were not full-time employees.

Tile negotiating tcdm of the N.R.L.C.A. WIS cqunily in
sistentupon retention of it. Our goal in negotiationswasto
preserveasmuchof our pay systemaspossibleand to make
urlly dwsz chmgcsncccssnr~to comply with the FLSA. This
meantpreserving the Rural Carrier Scheduleas well asthe
Evaluated Scheduleof compensation.

There seemedto be little choice but to place them under
Section 7(a) of the FLSA, which requires overtime for all
hours in BXCBS~
of 10 hoursm 3 week. It still seemedunfair
to deny the benefitsof the old pay systemto substituterural
carriers when they did not exceed 40 hours in a week. A
solution wasfound by allowing substituterural carriers who
are not required to actually work in excessof 40 hours in
a week to be compensatedon the basis of the RCS or
Evaluated Schedule in accordance wth past policies and
procedures.

The impassewas finally broken w,hen agreement was
reachedto establisha new Special Route Schedulefor vacant routesevaluatingto lessthan35 hourswhich were filled
on or after November 20. 1976. the effective date of the
Agreement. 4 newly-appointedregularrural carrier assigned
to such a route WBSpaid in the attained step and overtime
compensationfor work performed after eight (8) hours on
duty in any one service day or forty (40) hours in one ser\,ice week. In other word< ciirh rarriw u:ac on an hourly
rate of pay in much the samemannerasan auxiliary carrier.

Once the cuhntitute rural carrier’s actual work hours exceed 40 hours in a week, the compensationwill be on an
hourly basisat the carrier’s attainedstep. When this occurs,
overtime will be payablefor the hoursactually worked over
40 hours.

SuchrRrrirr was not “locked in” on sucha route. When
the evaluation of such route reached35 hours or more per
week. it was converted to the Rural Carrier Scheduleor the
Evaluated Scheduleat the beginning of the next guarantee
period, Also, a carrier on suchroute wasnot prohibited from
exercising seniority rrghts to bid on other routes with other
salary schedules.

ExceprionThere is an exception to the above provismns.
The exception is describedin Article 9.2.F. Since Section 7(b)(?) of the FLSA affords the best opportunity to
preservethe Rural Carrier Pay System. an effort was made
by both parties to place as many membersof the rural carrier craft under it aspossible.Substituterural carriers serving on a vacant route or on a route where the carrier is on
extended leave serve full-time during the time the route remainsin that status. If such route is eligible for coverage
under Section 7(b)(2) of the FLSA, the substituterural carrier serving it shallbe compensated
on the RCSor Evaluated
Schedule, whichever is appropriate. pursuant to Section

SpecialRoute Compensationdid not apply to employees
who were regular rural carriers as of the effective date of
the Agreement, November 20, 1976. A regular rural carrier on the rolls on November 20. 1976wasnot prohibited
from bidding on such route which becamevacant at a later
date. This Section applied only to newly-appomtedregular
carriers.
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7(b)(2) of the FLSA, povidzd thr aubatirutc aglccs in writing

Wkrc

to terminate the guarantee at the end of the guarantee period
or upon filling of the vacancy or the return of the regular
cariicr to the route. (Fur explanation of Termination
Agreements, see Part IV of thts Series.)
A carrier who does not agree to terminate the guarantee,
as described above. shall be compensated on the basis of
hours actually worked in the attained step with overtime for
an) hours worked in excess of eight (8) hours in a day or
forty (40) hours in a week. pursuant to Section 7(a) of the
FLSA. Generally, a substitute rural carrier will tind it advantageous to sign the Agreement to Terminate the Guarantee
to qualify for the RCS or Evaluated Schedule.
ImpactIII +tr. uf lhr cxqxiurl

liawl abuve, ~11ekt

lhr f&a ecvrwuiy itul uvrl-luitiun

will ~CUJIIK

evident is when a rigid rule is applied that no substitute will
be permitted to exceed forty (40) hours in a week Unless
a substitute rural cali icr substantially cxcccds the rontt
evaluation, there is no savmgs in placing another substitute
on an RCS or an H route on the sixth day to avoid payment
of over&c for the hauls ovtr forty (40) hours in the week.
As an example, the weekly evaluation of a 46 H route has
6 hours of overtime built into the compensation. The daily
rate for such route is dctcrmincd by dividing the weekly rntc
by six. Thus, the daily rate also has overtime built into it.
It can be readily seen that the total compensation for such
route will be virtually the same whether the same substitute
serves it six days or whether two substitutes serve the route,
unless the regular substitute exceeds the time standards and
uses in excess of 46 hours to serve the route. In fact, if the
regular substitute actually works less than the evaluation of
the route there would actually be a saving in allo!vmg the
same substitute to serve the route the entire week. If the
substitute uses exactly 46 hours on such route, the compensation will be exactly the same whether one or two substitutes
serve the route.

remains that

most substitute rural carriers will not be eligible for compensation under Section 7(b)(2) and will be compensated
lindcr the RCS or-Evaluated Schcdulc onIy when the weekly
hours do not exceed forty (40) hours. During any week that
the substitute’s actual hours worked exceed fatty (40) hours,
the compensation will bc based on hours actually worked,
attained step, w-ith overtime for all hours worked in excess
of 40 hours in a week.

The same principle will apply on RCS routes. It will also
apply in a similar manner on J and K routes when an effort
is made to limit the regular substitute to less than 40 hours
by limiting the substitute to four days per week.

The above situtation may prompt some over-reaction by
local management and some policies which will result in false
economies. It can be expected that substitutes will be trained
to serve other routes besides the one to which they are normally assigned. This will be done to allow management to
place nnother substitute on a route on the relief day, when
the regular carrier is absent from the route for an entire week,
to avoid the payment of excessive overtime to the regularly
assigned substitute. This arrangement is not the most desirable
situation for the substitute who will be required to serve a
strange route several times each year nor for the regular carrier whose route will be served by a substitute other than
the normally assigned substitute.

The only significant savmgs in using another substitute on
a route can be realized in using them on a J or K route where
a relief day is involved. Even in that situation, the savings
mnst be weighed against the disadvantages and incfficicnties of using more than one substitute on a route.
Althnlagh the compensation ~ycwm for suhrtitutes

may

seem complex and may cause some inconveniences, it is the
absolute maximum which could be achieved in retaining as
murh nf the Rllrnl Cnrripr Pay Sycrem as possible for

substitutes and still comply with the FLSA. In summary, most
substitutes will be compensated on the RCS or Evaluated
Schedule, as in the past, except when they exceed forty (40)
hours in a week and are paid on an hourly basis.

If the assignments are shared equally among the substitutes,
it should result in all substitutes getting about the same compensation as before, except the task will be more difficult
on those days when required to serve a route other than their
own. At no time should other craft employees or emergency
substitutes be used for this purpose. Only in emergencies,
when the services of a whntitute rural carrier are not
available, may another qualified employee be designated by
the Employer.

Editor’s Note: As expected, this situation has been a contiming problem. As a result, an agreement was reached in
1987, which has now become a pari of the I988 Agreement
as foIlows:
“When a substitute, rural carrier associate, or rural carrier relief employee assigned to a route is working the route
as n leave replacement or servingfull-time on a vacant route,
or where the carrier is on extended leave, the employee is
entitled to work at least the evaluated hours of the assinned
route and then my be replaced to avoid payment of overtime or additional overtime. ”

In many offices it may prove impractical and inefficient
to use a substitute other than the normally assigned one on
the route. Payment of the additional overtime may prove to
be the “lesser of the two evils” during the few times in a
year the regular carrier is absent for an entire week.
16
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QLESTIONS

AND .4NSWERS
ON

FLSA PROVISIONS
OF
THE NATIONAL

AGREEMENT

PART VII

Route Classifications
1. How

many types of rural

routes

5. How many evaluated route classifications are there?

are there?

A.

A. Three

There are three evaluated route classifications

(1) H Route-6

zm follows:

days per week (No relief days);

(1) Rural Carrier Schedule (RCS) routes-compensated
on a mileage basis,

(2) J Route -5 % days per week (Relief day every other
week);

(2) Evaluated Routes-compensated
basis;

(3) K Route-5 days Per week (Relief day every week).

on an evaluated

Classification

(3) Auxiliary Routes-compensated on an evaluated
basis (partial routes, generally, created from excess
territory resulting from relief of overburdened
routes).

Options

6. What options are available to a rural carrier on an
evaluated route?

2. Which carriers are eligible for Section 7(b)(2) of
the FLSA?

A. Any rural carrier whose route may be classified in more
than one classification may elect the higher-route
classification if certain requirements are met.

A. Carriers serving RCS routes in excess of 30 miles in
length and those serving evaulated routes evaluating to
35 hours or more are eligible to be compensated under
the provisions of Section 7(b)(Z) of the FLSA.

7. What exception
provision?

has been made to the above

A. The parties have agreed that in those instances when the
evaluation of a route exceeds the maximum hours in the
“H” classification, but less than 48:33 evaluated hours
(46:30-48:32), the carrier may elect the 46 H route
classification if the RCS salary for the route exceeds the
salary for the “J” classification of the route and provided the carrier meets the requirements of Article
9.2.C.8.a.

3, How will a carrier on a 3%hour evaluated route be
compensated?
A. Such carrier will be compensated on the evaluated
Schedule under the provisions of Section 7(b)(2) of the
FLSA.
4. Will a carrier on a 33-hour evaluated route be compensated under the provisions of Section 7(a) car
7(b)(2)?

Also. when the evaluation of a route exceedsthe maximum hours in the “J” classification. but less than 5255
evaluated hours (50:44-52:54), the carrier may elect the
46 J route classification, if the RCS salary for the route
exceedsthe salary for the “K” classification of the route
and provided the carrier meets the requirements of Article 9.2.C.S.a.

A. Such carrier will be compensated on the Evaluated
Schedule under the provisions of Section 7(a) and be
paid overtime for all hours in excess of 40 hours in a
week.
17
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8. What three requirements must be met for a carrier
to qualify for the higher-route classification for which
the carrier may be eligible?

12. Are there situations when allowing a carrier to exceed 2,080 hours may be justified?
A. Yes.

A.

(1) It must be demonstrated that the rural carrier’s actual hours will not exceed 2,080 hours during the
guarantee period.

(1) When there 1s no practical nay to provide relief;
(2) When there has been route growth which is not
reflected in the route evaluation. especially growth
of less than 120 minutes which did not qualify for
an interim salary adJustment;

(2) The rural carrier must agree, in writing. that sufficient annual leave will be used to assure that the
total actual hours worked will not exceed 2.080 during the guarantee period.

(3) When permanent or long-standing route conditions.
beyond the control of the rural carrier, cause the
carrier to exceed the evaluation of the route. as provided in paragraph “1” of Article 9.2.A.l.:

(3) The carrier must be III a 6- or S-hour (20. or 26.day)

leave category.
9. What action is required by the postmaster at the time
of a national count, interim adjustment
or special

(4) When the carrier has worked overtime during the
Christmas period:

count?

(5) When the carrier has worked overtime in excess of
12 hours in a day and/or 56 hours in a week;

4. The postmaster must arrange a meeting with each eligible
carrier to discuss requirements for election of a higher
classification for which the carrier may qualify.

(6) When unusual circumstances prevailed on the route
for a part of the year. such as extended detours or
other conditions of a temporary nature beyond the
control of the rural carrier.

10. What action is required of the rural carrier at such
meeting?
A. If a carrier who is eligible chooses to elect the higher
route classification to qualify for the greater number of
hours of work and the resulting higher compensation,
the carrier must sign a Leave Agreement to use sufficient annual leave to assure that the actual work hours
will not exceed 2,080 during the guarantee period. Such
agreement now appears on the Form 4241X.

13. When a carrier signs a Leave Agreement, does the
commitment include his entire leave balance?
A. It includes whatever amount is sufficient to remain within
the 2.080 hours. It could mean less than the leave earned
that year or tt could mean the carrier’s earned leave plus
whatever amount of the carrier’s leave accumulation is
necessary to confine the total hours worked to 2,080
durmg the guarantee pertod. Carrxrs are advIsed to
carefully evaluate their own situation and their own
capabilities before making a leave commitment for the
higher-route classlficatlon.

11. What action may be taken by the postmaster if it appears the carrier will exceed 2,080 hours during the
guarantee period?
A. The postmaster shall advise the rural carrier. in writing.
of his concerns and arrange a meeting with the carrier
to discuss the action deemed to be necessary to assure
that the actual hours do not exceed 2,080 hours. At such
a meeting a carrier whose route could not be clas&ieh
in more than one route classification may now choose
to sign a Leave Agreement to assure that the actual hours
do not exceed 2,080 hours during the guarantee period.
If no s;ttisfactory n~~urnncescan be provided by the carrier, the postmaster may provide temporary auxiliary
assistance: adjust the route; or allow the carrier to work
in excess of the 2.080 hours. The postmasier may nof

14, May a carrier utilize LWOP,
the commitments?

if necessary, to meet

A. The new Agreement made no change m the LWOP provismns
of the Agreement for rural carriers The USAnf
LWOP on other days is governed by existing regulations. Therefore, LWOP may be utilized asan alternative
to assure that the actual hours worked do not exceed
2.080 hours, but a carrier cannot be required to do so.
15. May a carrier sign a Leave Agreement to IN nnlv
sufficient annual leave earned during the guarantee
period?

require the carrier to useLWOP to keepthe hoursunder
2,080.

18
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4.

Yes. A carrier who does not desire CO commit any of
his accumulated leave balance may sign a Leax Agree-

,I0 hours or less by adjusting

ment to use only sufficient leave earned during the
guarrmtee period. This nction will preserve the corriar‘s
Saved Salary protection in the event it becomes necessav

to 3 41.hour

&s&cation,

but it may prevent the necess-

Guarantees
16. What is the Guarantee Period?

A. Section 7(b)(2) of the FLSA provides that the guarantee
of 52 consecutive

would

incrense to

21. If a 45-H route is reduced by 2 hours, will the carrier’s salary be reduced or will it be guaranteed at
the 4%hour level?

ity of a route adjustment and will detinitely assure Saved
Salary protection. if the route is adjusted.

period shall be a period

route, the compensation

Such

agreement by the carrier to use only sufricient earned
annual leave will not qualify such carrier to elect the
higher-hour

up-

that of a 41.hour route, but the guarantee would remain
at the 38.hour level.

to adjust the route to assure that the actual work hours
will not exceed 2.080 during the guarantee period.

the r~utc evoluntions

ward. This does not change the annual guaranteed wage.
As an example, if a 3X-hour evaluated route is increased

A. The annual salary guarantee is only at the 40.hour level.
Therefore, the salary of the carrier on such route would
be reduced to the 43.hour level unless the saved salary
protection was higher on the Rural Carrier Schedule.
Generally, this would require a ro~rr in Excel of 125
miles to provide salary protection above that of a 43-hour
evaluated route salary.

weeks. The

iirst guarantee period of the new Agreement was from
November 20, 1976 through November 18, 1977.

22. Will a carrier on a 45hour route receive compensation in addition to the annual guarantee?

17. Are carriers who are subject to the provisions of Section 7(b)(2) guaranteed an annual wage or annual

A. Yes. The annual guarantee is only for the first 40 hours.
The compensation for the 5 hours of evaluation above
40 is considered

hnurs?

additional

compensation.

Actually,

the

compensation for those 5 hours is computed at an over~me rate which is built into the Evaluated Schedule,

A. Such rural carriers are guaranteed an annual wage

although

it is not considered

overtime

by FLSA

standards.

18. Which rural routes are covered by the annual
guarantee provisions of Section 7(b)(2) of the FLSA?

Overtime hours actually worked during the Christmas
period would be considered additional compensation
above the annual guarantee.

A. All RCS (mileage) routes beginning at 31 miles and upward and all evaluated routes between 35-48 hours
qualify for Section 7(b)(2) of the FLSA. However. the
annual wage guarantee based on the 2.080.hour level
remains constant for all RCS routes of 42 miles and up
and for all evaluated routes of 40 hours and up. Compensation for miles in excess of 42 miles on the Rural
Carrier Schedule and for hours in excess of 40 on the
Evaluated Schedule shall be considered additional compensation above the annual guarantee.

Overtime due under Sectmn 7(b)(2) of the FLSA for
all hours worked in excessof 12 hours in aday. 56 hours
in a week and 2,080 hours in a year 1salso considered
additional compensation above the guarantee.
Compensation for temporary deviations, locked pouch
allowance or seasonal route adjustments is also additional compensation above the annual guarantee.

19. May a 43-hour evaluated route be adjusted below 40
hours during the guarantee period?

23. How doesa suspensionfrom duty affect the guarantee

of a carrier under Section 7(b)(2) of the FLSA?

A. The Agreement does not prohibit the adjustment of such
route belo* 40 hours. but the salary cannot be reduced
below the 40.hour compensation guarantee,

A. The compensation which would otherwise have been
paid will be deducted from the Employer’s guarantee
obligation under Section 7(b)(2) of the FLSA.

20. May a route of lessthan 40 hours be adjusted upward during the guarantee period?

24. If a carrier retires during the guarantee period, what
is the Employer’s obligation under Section 7(b)(2)?

A. Yes. The Employer may increase the total compensation paid to rural carriers having routes evaluating to

A. There is no further obligation on the part of the Employer
19
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under such circumstance provided the Section had been
complied with up to that time.

30. W’hat other carriers may find it advantageous to sign
an Agreement to Terminate the Guarantee?

25. If a rural carrier is involuntarily transferred to the
city carrier craft during the guarantee period, how
is his annual guarantee affected?

A. Substitute rural carriers serving vacant routes or routes
where the carrier is on extended leave may be compensated on the Rural Carrier Schedule or the Evaluated
Schedule, as appropriate. under Section 7@)(Z) of the
FLSA, provided they sign an Agreement to Terminate
the Guarantee:

A. The annual guaranteed compensation will remain in effeet for the balance of the guarantee period whether in
the rural or another craft. Of course, this guarantee does
not exceed the 40-hour level, at any time.

(1) At the end of the guarantee period; or
(2) Upon the tilling of the vacancy: 01

26. How is a carrier’s pay computed if he exceeds 2,240

hours during the guarantee period?

(3) Upon the return of the regular carrier to the rouie;
whichever comes first.

A. When the carrier exceeds 2,240 hours during the
guarantee period, Section 7(b)(2) is void. The carrier’s
compensation musr then be re-computed on thr baais of
Section 7(a) of the FLSA with all hours in excess of
40 hours worked in a week to be paid at the FLSA overrime rare.

Such Agreement is irrevocable and continues indefinitely.
31. Is a route Considered overburdened if the carrier is
not expected to meet the requirement to stay within
the 2,080 hour guarantee?

27. How is a newly-appointed carrier who is assigned to
a rural route which qualities for Section 7(b)(2) status

A. Routes are considered overburdened when-

compensated?
A. Such carrier may be compensated in accordance with
the Evaluated Schedule under the provisions of Section
7(b)(2) of the FLSA, provided such carrier signs an
Agreement to Terminate the Guarantee at the end of the
guarantee period.

(1) The evaluated hours for the route are outside the
Table of Evaluated Hours.
(2) Tbc regular carrier who is assigned to the rout= does
not, or is not expected to, meet the requirement to
stay within the annual guarantee for the route.

28. How will such carrier be paid if he chooses not to
sign the Agreement to Terminate the Guarantee?

A. Such carrier will be paid on an hourly basis under the
provisions of Section 7(a) of the FLSA with overtime
payable for all hours in excess of 8 hours in a day or
40 hours in a week.

Overtime

Compensation

32. Under what conditions is overtime compensation
payable to rural carriers under Section 7(b)(2)?

29. How can a carrier with retreat rights qualify to be

A. The rural carrier shall receive overtime compensation
ior all hours worked ii excess of:

reassigned to a route providing less. compeosatton
than the c-t
guaranteed salary? (Example: A carrier on a 41 H mute retreating to a 39 H route.)

(1) 12 hours in one day;
A. The carrier may sign an Agreement to Terminate the
Guarantee on the current route to Much assigned and
also on the new route to which reassigned at the end
of the guarantee period. The carrier could then be
reassigned and be compensated under Section 7@)(Z)
of the FLSA. Otherwise, such carrier could not be
reassigned.
20
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33. How does this differ from the requirements of Section 7(a) of the FLSA?

JO. Are there any circumstances that a carrier would not
receive compensation for overtime hours actually
worked during the Christmas period?

.4. Section 7(a) of the FLSA requires payment of overtime
for all hours actually worked in excess of 40 hours in
one week.

R.

No. The carrier will be paid overtime compensation for
all hours deemed to be overtime as determined by Article 9.2.J. Christmas Allowances and Procedures.

34. How is FLSA overtime computed?
41. At what rate will such overtime be payable?
A. It is computed at 150% of the employee’s regular rate
of pay. The regular rate of pay is the total amount of
compensation earned for the hours actually worked (not
including leave or holiday pay) dtvided by the number
of hours the employee worked since the beginning of
the guarantee period.

A. It will be payable at the FLSA rate.
42. When will a carrier compensated under Section
7(b)(2) be paid Christmas overtime?
A. In the check following the pay period worked.

35. If a carrier aorks over 12 hours in a day or over 56

hours in a week, when w-ill the overtime be paid?

43. Can a carrier be required to use additional annual
leave or have the route declared overburdened
because the Christmas overtime would cause the carrier’s hours to exceed 2,080 hours during the
guarantee period?

A. Such ovemme will be payable at the end of the pay
period in which the overtime was earned, at the FLSA
overtime rate.
36. If a carrier actually aorks in excess of 2,080 hours
during the guarantee period, when will the overtime
be paid?

A. Absolutely not. Payment for the Christmas overtime
hours must be made anyway. No harm IS done It the
Christmas overtime causesthe actual hours worked during the guarantee period to exceed 2.080 hours. Actually,
the Christmas overtime has the effect of establishing a
new “benchmark” for the route. Example: A carrier
*ho has 30 hours of Christmas overtime has actually
established 2, I10 hours as the new “benchmark” for
the route before additional overtime would be payable
beyond that already paid. Such carrier can only be required to use sufficient annual leave to keep the actual
hours below the new 2,110 level.

A. Such overtime would be payable at the end of the pay
period in which the rural carrier exceeds 2,080 actual
work hours.
37. If a carrier on a 34-hour evaluated route under Section 7(a) actually works 38 hours during a week, is
such carrier entitled to auy additiooal coruperwatiotr?
A. No Overtime is payable under Section 7(a) only after
40 hula io d week. Such cvaludlcd ~outc ia corupcw
sated on an evaluated basis whether the hours actually
worked are more or less than the route evaluation.

44. How do the overtime hours pald In excessuf 12 huurs

in a day and 56 in a week affect the 2,0SO-hour limit?
A. Thox hours should also be dcductcd f~vm the total hours
worked; the same as Christmas overtime hours, when
considering the requirement to keep within the 2,080
hours.

38. On the same route, if the carrier actually worked 43
hours during the week, would additional compensation be payable?
A. Yes. The carrier would be compensated for 3 hours at
the FLSA overtime rate.

Substitute
39. Can a cnrrier compensated under the provisions of
Section 7(b)(2) earn overtime during the Christmas
period?

Compensatidn

45. Cnder what Section of the FLSA arc suhstitutc rural
carriers paid?
A. Basically, they are under the provisions of Section 7(a),
except under certain conditions.

A. Yes, in virtually the same manner as before.
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46. What

arc the exceptions

to this gencrnl

rule?

48.

What is the basis for compensating

B substitute rural

carrier on a relief day?
A. (11 When substitute rural carriers are not required to
actually work ,n s.xces5of 40 hoursm 3 week. compensation should be based on the evaluation or
mileageof the route in accordancewth pastpolicies
and practices

2%. Thz substituterural cnrrier will be compensatedat the
daily rate for the route on the Rural Carrier Schedule
or the Evaluated Schedule, whichever is appropriate.

49. If a substitute rural carrier serving as a leave replacement for a 43-hour evaluated route works 41 hours
during the week, what will be the rate of compensation?

(1) Substituterural carriers serving full time on routes
eligible for coverage under Section 7(b)(2) of the
FLSA shall be compensated on the RCS or
Evaluated Schedule,x hichever is appropriate. provided the carrier agreesin writing. to terminate the
guaranteear the end of the guaranteeperiod or upon
the filling of the vacancy or the return of the regular

A. Such substitutewill be paid on an hourly basis.attained step, at straight time for the first 40 hours and an
overtime rate for the additional 1 hour.

carrier

~

50. If the substitute rural carrier works the same 43-hour

47. How will such substitute rural carrier be paid who
does not sign such an agreement,

as described

ahcwe?

waluated

route in 40 hours,

what will be the rate of

compensation?
A.

Such substitute would be compensatedon an hourly
nrminpd
wp with overtime pyahlP
for all hours
in excessof 8 hours in a day and 40 hours in a week
under the provision of Section 7(a) of the FLSA.

hask

A

Such

whMurP

will

he cnmpmwt.+

at the apprnpriate

rate for a 43.hour evaluated route, because the actual
hours did not exceed 40 hours in the week.
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